PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Originality, festivities and thrills over eleven days, and beyond…

Make way for a special edition celebrating the 375th!

MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
8th edition – July 6 to 16
Montréal, May 2, 2017 ◌ The 8th edition of TOHU’s MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE Festival, will
be held from July 6 to 16. In honor of to the city’s 375th anniversary festivities, it promises several new
elements, including an encounter with digital arts, numerous events, some of which will continue
beyond the eleven-day Festival—for the whole month of July!—, as well as collaborations with the
festival Juste pour rire and the Casino de Montréal. Once again, the city will welcome with open arms, in
its venues, streets and neighbourhoods, the best circus artists on the planet. Montréal, international
circus metropolis, will burst with world premieres, surprises and discoveries. Shows originating from
France, Australia and Canada will be presented with a focus on Québec’s companies.
From July 6 to 16, make way for the 8th edition of MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE, the feats and
the limitless creativity of today’s circus artists! Presenting a new edition which will prove, once again,
that circus may not be what you think it is …

A LOOK AT INDOOR PROGRAMMING
TABARNAK by Cirque Alfonse, Canada
Presented by Radio-Canada

Festival opening show and WORLD PREMIERE!
TOHU, July 5 to 11
FOR ALL
“A REAL BOMB OF GOOD SPIRIT” – La Presse
“THE TRUE NATURE OF CIRCUS” – Métro

After cheering for Timber! and Barbu, festivalgoers are invited to a rockshow like musical fresco, an invitation to gather together, a circus and
musical celebration of heaven and hell, the Alfonse way… Well,
TABARNAK! We’ll have fun.
From this liberating swearword—yesterday’s rebellion almost trivial
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today—, our favourite dwellers of the past offer us an unbridled great mass, and revamp the church! All aboard
for this refreshing communion!

ZKRUV LÖS – VELKOME TO KOUGLISTAN !

by THROW2CATCH, Canada

WORLD PREMIERE!
Under the big top at TOHU, July 7 to 16
FOR ALL - FAMILY
“A MULTI-TALENTED COMPANY ” — DFDanse, Canada
“AN ARRAY OF TECHNICAL FEATS AND COMEDY THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE! ”
— Coconews, Martinique

After travelling all around the world in their hot-air balloon, with their show
Made in Kouglistan, the Gluminovitch brothers are back in Canada. And this
time, Grandma and the kids are coming along!
During a one of a kind evening, the exotic siblings set up under the big top to
uncover Kouglistanian rituals. Unachievable feats, wild traditional dances,
crazy juggling and surreal illusions are just some of the surprises the family
has in store. A journey to a strange country that you won’t forget!

IL N’EST PAS ENCORE MINUIT

by Compagnie XY, France

Presented by Air France ◦ In collaboration with La Presse +

TOHU, July 13 to 16
FOR ALL
“THE XY TRIBE MASTERS THE ART OF FLYING AWAY IN TWOSOMES,
FOURSOMES, EVEN MORE.TWENTY-TWO ARE SITTING AT THE TABLE
AND
IT’S WONDERFUL!”— Le Monde
“THRILLING STUNTS, BREATHTAKING ACROBATICS!” — Le Progrès

It’s not yet midnight: may the bodies rejoice! Keep the party
going! A stunning collective made of twenty-two artists trained in
the most prestigious circus schools, originating from France,
Spain, Belgium and the Netherlands, celebrates the simple desire
to jump into each other’s arms and share the pleasure of being
together.
With their never before seen acrobatic stunts, the artists create
unlikely pictures, strong and unexpected images. The XY acrobats
give their natural selves to the public, truthfully unveiling their
intertwined, stacked bodies, raising 2, 3, 4 artist-high towers…
flying away and catching each other.
Profoundly human, this ode to loyalty humbly underlines the
virtuosity of moving bodies. An impressive show in a magnificent
TOHU!
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VICE & VERTU

by Les 7 Doigts, Canada

In collaboration with la Société des Arts Technologiques
th

Official event of Montréal’s 375 anniversary, WORLD PREMIERE

At SAT, July 10 to 16 ◦ Additional performances July 18 to 23!
18 YEARS AND OLDER
“7 DOIGTS MANAGE TO COMBINE ASTOUNDING PERFORMANCES AND MOMENTS OF
POETRY”— RFI

Les 7 Doigts go back in time and reignite the golden years of Montréal’s art scene
with an experiential creation at the heart of the St-Laurent boulevard. Thirty
artists, circus, theatre, comedy, video screening, music-hall: an unprecedented
way of celebrating Montreal!
From striptease to demonstrations, either outside or immersed under the digital
vault of the SAT, the emergence of Montréal’s cultural identity is told through
cabaret, sexy, mafia and prohibitive stories.
Passing through various scenes, you will visit brothels, run away from the vice
squad, emburlesquate yourself … and party!
Put on your 1940s attire! Proper shoes are recommended to enjoy the several
indoor and outdoor stopovers.

LIMBO by Strut & Fret, Australia
Presented with the collaboration of Juste pour Rire and Casino de Montréal

Cabaret du Casino de Montréal, July 4 to 15
18 YEARS AND OLDER
WINNER CABARET AWARD — Fringe World 2016
“A BRILLIANTLY INVENTIVE YOUNG COMPANY” — The Guardian (R.-Uni)

Oh, the heat, live music, the explosive cabaret atmosphere… This
summer, Limbo invites you to a daring, risky, sexy and contagious
night!
Naughty and cheeky, the Strut & Fret’s characters, who
presented Tom Tom Crew at the Festival in 2011, master the art
of seduction and bring audiences from across the globe with
them to the most delightful hell, leaving them wanting more… A
rocking orchestra and jaw dropping acts in an electric
atmosphere… An all so sexy Australian cabaret!
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A LOOK AT THE FREE OUTDOOR PROGRAMMING

MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE will, once again, take over the Quartier des spectacles’ Latin
Quarter, marking with acrobatic magic the summer days of citizens and tourists alike! Make way for
the MINUTES COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE… NUMÉRIQUES and ROUGE, two original creations imagined
by ANTHONY VENISSE, a pillar of the Festival, constantly renewing himself and pushing back the
limits!
Also, people will have the chance to experience the new St. Denis Street augmented reality pathway
at all times!

LES MINUTES COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE… NUMÉRIQUES !
RENDEZ-VOUS ON SAINT-DENIS STREET CORNER ONTARIO ◌ JULY 6 TO 16 (EXCEPT JULY 10) ◌ 6:30PM
AND 9:30PM
th

Official event of Montréal’s 375 anniversary
Dozens of acrobatic creatures just entered our world wanting to
connect with you… via your smartphone! Let’s meet up on St-Denis
Street to follow their travelling performance, using the QUAND LA
FOULE DEVIENT CIRQUE app.
Between a two-artist pillar performed on a balcony and a balancing
act on a bench, select the acrobat who will be under your control
using the app. Make them walk on their hands! Want to join in the
parade? Try for yourself! Receive orders and become a performer
too!
At Place Pasteur, at the end of an highly participative performance,
a phenomenal show awaits, and you, the public, become the
creator of sounds, lights … we need you!

AUGMENTED REALITY PATHWAY
SAINT-DENIS STREET ◌ JULY 6 TO 16, AT ALL TIMES
Acrobat hunting on St-Denis Street!
With your QUAND LA FOULE DEVIENT CIRQUE app, go hunting for tiny performers hidden in all and every corner.
Where are they? Under a bench? Up there? Through your phone screen, turn on the magic and make
trampolinists, contortionists and other mini-characters appear.
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QUAND LA FOULE DEVIENT CIRQUE is an Ingrid Ingrid production, developed in collaboration with TOHU and
made possible thanks to the financial participation of the Canada Media Fund.

The app is available for downloading as of June 26.

ROUGE
PLACE ÉMILIE-GAMELIN
JULY 6 TO 16 (EXCEPT ON JULY 10) ◌ 7 :30PM AND 10 :30PM
EXTENDED EDITION JULY 19 TO 30 ◌ 7:00PM AND 21:30PM
th

Official event of Montréal’s 375 anniversary
Oh, the joys of love! The newest creation of the Festival, which storyline is based on love, transforms its acrobats
into Juliets and Orpheuses! Tender or whimsical passion, inspired by
the divine or friendship, gets revealed in a myriad of scenes taking
over Place Émilie-Gamelin. From the brand new pyramid stage right
to the middle of the crowd, dozens of lovers get kindled in a sigh,
flying over the audience, carried by cinematic music. Let yourself be
charmed by their courteous balancing acts and aerial flirting!
th

To declare its love to Montréal for its 375 anniversary, the
Festival’s new creation will exceptionally keep charming all through
July! Strength, lyrical flights and surreal suspensions: summer will be
burning hot!

LES JARDINS GAMELIN WILL ALSO OFFER CIRCUS INSPIRED LUNCH TIMES AND HAPPY HOURS.
PERFORMANCES AND PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES AWAIT THROUGHOUT THE MONTH OF JULY!

AN OPEN SKY CIRCUS RING
SAINT-DENIS STREET ◌ JULY 6 TO 16
For 11 days, St-Denis Street gets a circus makeover!

PLACE AUX PERFORMANCES ◌ PLACE PASTEUR ◌ 5:00PM TO 11 :30PM
It’s circus time every night, for your enjoyment! Young promising artists or experienced troupes present
breathtaking acts and shows. When art is taken to the streets!

PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES ◌ SAINT-DENIS STREET ◌ 5 :30PM TO 9 :30PM
Between two shows, young and old can take part in participatory activities. Be ready to impress!

RADIO-CANADA’S PARCOURS COMPLÈTEMENT
CIRQUE
For the 8th year in a row, Radio-Canada is a
MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE major
partner.
With
Radio-Canada’s
Parcours
Complètement Cirque, the more daring
festivalgoers are encouraged to bring out their
inner acrobat. At every turn, young and younger
can test their skills on tightwire, trapeze and other
apparatus associated with one of Radio-Canada’s
youth TV show.
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AERIAL SILKS
With the collaboration of MAA Club Sportif

Whether you are strong and flexible or simply curious, give aerial silk fun a try with the help of professional
trainers.
12 YEARS OLD AND OVER

THIS YEAR, THE FESTIVAL CELEBRATES THE 375TH WITH A UNIQUE PROGRAMMING FILLED WITH
SPECTACULAR SURPRISES AND CRAZY MOMENTS.
EVEN MORE ACTS, TRAVELLING PERFORMANCES AND FUN.
THE MORE THE MERRIER!
For complete details on this programming, visit 375MTL.COM/EN!

LES QUARTIERS COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
The Festival, with the participation of the Pointe-à-Callière museum and Complexe Desjardins, will
tour the neighbourhoods for the span of an evening or a weekend, with a Chinese pole collective as
well as plentiful of participatory activities. Pointe-à-Callière and Complexe Desjardins will also be
visited!

ENTRE NOUS ◌ COLLECTIF DE MÂT CHINOIS
In an old vinyl record musical universe, where nostalgia and human warmth intertwine, five artists from various
origins and backgrounds come together and reconnect around three Chinese poles. Complicity, intimacy, laughs
and memories merge for a love-filled show where virtuosity and emotion will touch the whole family.

PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES
Ringing the bell right at the top of the greasy pole, taking to the air on the Russian Swing or winning a hula-hoop
contest standing on the shoulders of a ringmaster, here, the audience is the star of the moment! In a carnival
atmosphere, the company Le Moulin à vent sets up its structures in the park, giving people of all ages a chance to
become an acrobat! Through circus, but also the discovery of world games, some of them a thousand years old, Le
Moulin à vent brings together cultures and generations, a perfect reflection of the rich diversity of Montréal
neighborhoods.

EVENING COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
What better than a nice all circus evening? Come meet us in the following neighbourhoods: MERCIER ◌ PLATEAU
MONT-ROYAL ◌ VERDUN ◌ RIVIÈRES-DES-PRAIRIES—POINTE-AUX-TREMBLES ◌ SAINT-LÉONARD ◌ MONTRÉALNORD.

WEEK-END HOCHELAGA-MAISONNEUVE
ESPLANADE FINANCIÈRE SUN LIFE DU PARC OLYMPIQUE ◌ JULY 8 AND 9 ◌ 1PM TO 5PM
A myriad of participatory activities for the whole family, the chance to discover the international show Entre nous,
and many more surprises: the ideal weekend!

WEEK-END ST-MICHEL
PUBLIC SPACE AT TOHU ◌ JULY 15 AND 16 ◌ 1PM TO 5PM
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TOHU welcomes the international show Entre nous, a myriad of participatory activities, and many more surprises.
Long live the weekend!

ALSO FIND US AT…
POINTE-À-CALLIÈRE COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
PLACES ROYALE ET D’YOUVILLE◌ JULY 16 ◌ 1PM TO 4PM
A carnival game Arena for a circus-filled day at Pointe-à-Callière!

COMPLEXE DESJARDINS COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
JULY 11 TO 15 ◌ 12:30PM TO 5:30PM
Cirque Carpe Diem helps you discover the latest circus discipline: vertical dance! Securely harnessed, throw
yourself in the air, and dance! On the ground, try your luck at various circus games.

MERCIER COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE
PARC DE LA PROMENADE BELLERIVE ◌ JULY 7 TO 16 ◌ 2 :30PM TO 7 :30PM
A wildly vertiginous flying trapeze experience with Cirque Carpe Diem!

INTERNATIONAL MARKET FOR CONTEMPORARY CIRCUS (MICC)
JULY 9 TO 12
A not-to-be-missed circus event, the Festival will welcome more than 300 professionals this year—distributors,
nd
schedulers, bookers, troupe directors and artists from all around the globe—for the 2 edition of the MICC, a
TOHU event. On the agenda: Tête-à-Tête, Tour de piste, lectures and plenty of activities to promote local and
international circus companies. Montréal is viewed as the perfect connecting point between America and rest of
the circus universe; numerous tour projects take flight during the Festival.

Circus may not be what you think it is …
MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CiRQUE 8th EDITION FROM JULY 6 TO 16
REGULAR TICKETS STARTING AT $30
CHILDREN, 15 YEARS OLD AND UNDER ● STARTING AT $15 STUDENTS, 25 YEARS OLD AND UNDER ●
STARTING AT $25

EXPERIENCE THE FESTIVAL THANKS TO OUR PASSES!
PASSE COMPLÈTEMENT CURIEUX ● 3 SHOWS ◌ $110
PASSE COMPLÈTEMENT CAPTIVÉ ● 4 SHOWS ◌ $145
PASSE COMPLÈTEMENT PASSIONNÉ ● 5 SHOWS ◌ $180
TAXES AND SERVICE FEES INCLUDED

ONLINE VIA MONTREALCOMPLETEMENTCIRQUE.COM/EN, IN PERSON AT TOHU’S BOX OFFICE OR AT LA
VITRINE, BY PHONE AT 514 376-8648 OR 1 888 376-8648

FOR MORE INFORMATION: MONTREALCOMPLETEMENTCIRQUE.COM/EN
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MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CIRQUE IS ACHIEVED WITH THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF QUEBEC,
VILLE DE MONTRÉAL AND CANADIAN HERITAGE. THE FESTIVAL ALSO BENEFITS FROM THE PRECIOUS COLLABORATION
OF RADIO-CANADA, AN IMPORTANT PARTNER. WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK LOTO-QUÉBEC, THE QUARTIER DES
SPECTACLES PARTNERSHIP, TOURISM MONTREAL, SDC QUARTIER LATIN, THE SOCIETY FOR THE CELEBRATIONS OF
TH
MONTRÉAL’S 375 ANNIVERSARY AND AIR FRANCE, OFFICIAL CARRIER. FINALLY, THE FESTIVAL WOULD LIKE TO THANK
LA PRESSE, MEDIA PARTNER, AS WELL AS THE CANADA COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS, THE CONSEIL DES ARTS DE
MONTRÉAL, MONTRÉAL’S OLYMPIC PARK, ARRONDISSEMENT VILLE-MARIE AND INSTITUT FRANÇAIS. THANKS ALSO TO
OUR PARTNERS: BRASSEUR DE MONTRÉAL, UNIVINS ET SPIRITUEUX, ESKA, KEURIG CANADA AND BCF BUSINESS LAW.
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL IS A PROUD FOUNDER OF MONTRÉAL COMPLÈTEMENT CIRQUE.

-30Source : TOHU and Montréal Complètement Cirque
Media relations : Roy & Turner Communications
Isabelle Longtin, 514 844-9678, # 212, ilongtin@roy-turner.com
Martine Laforce, 514 844-9678, # 202, mlaforce@roy-turner.com
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